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Recognizing Business Ethics: Practical and Ethical Challenges in Awarding Prizes for Good Corporate Behaviour



ABSTRACT. There seems to be a proliferation of prizes and rankings for ethical business over the past decade. Our principal aims in this article are twofold: to initiate an academic discussion of the epistemic and normative stakes in business-ethics competitions; and to help organizers of such competitions to think through some of these issues and the design options for dealing with them. We have been able to find no substantive literature – academic or otherwise – that addresses either of these two broad topics and audiences. Our modest aim, therefore, is to suggest an agenda of issues, and to begin to explore and analyse some of the possible arguments for and against various philosophical or practical solutions. Part I explores the challenges facing a prize-organizing committee, including problems derived from what Rawls calls the ‘‘fact of pluralism’’ in democratic societies (reasonable people will always disagree over some basic values, including those relevant to evaluating business practices), and epistemic issues about how we can justify qualitative judgments on the basis of incomplete quantitative data. We also try to identify risks and opportunity costs for ethics-prize granters. In Part II we spell out (a) a range of design options and (b) some advice about how any particular prize-awarding committee might select among these options to best achieve its goals (which typically involve highlighting and publicizing best practices for ethical business). KEY WORDS: business ethics, corporate citizenship, prizes, rankings, social and ethical auditing and reporting



Introduction Consultants and academics who specialize in business ethics know the drill. They open the newspaper to see details of an emerging corporate scandal, typically involving illegal activities. And within a day or so the telephone rings and a journalist is on the
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line seeking an expert opinion on the ‘‘ethics’’ of the firm at the heart of the scandal. If there are two or three such scandals in quick succession, the journalist may want an opinion on whether or why we are witnessing a general decline in business ethics. More often than not, the business-ethics expert has very little to add to such stories. The company or one of its managers broke the law. The law had been put in place precisely to serve as a disincentive to engage in activities with particular types of ethically negative consequences. The company or its agents knowingly or negligently went ahead with the dubious activities. There is often little of interest that an ethicist can contribute here, although journalists are obviously happy to be able to transmit some expert finger-wagging. As Bob Dylan famously put it, ‘‘You don’t need a weatherman to know which way the wind blows’’. You do not need an ethicist to tell you that fraud, or theft, or lying, or poisoning people, is unethical. It would be much more interesting for business ethicists to receive a different kind of call from journalists from time to time, for example, about a difficult dilemma faced by a business, where it is not at all obvious what the most ethical solution is. Or, to get to the point of this article, many business ethicists would be delighted to comment on the innovative ethically ‘positive’ practices of certain firms. But these calls rarely come. The net effect is that business-ethics news is almost always bad news. And one consequence of this is that it reinforces a perception of business and business leaders as fundamentally unethical, checked only by the countervailing power of state regulations, auditors, police, investigative journalists, whistleblowers and heroic NGOs.
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It goes without saying that many within the business community strongly dispute the reality of this perception. And this is surely the major source of motivation behind many initiatives to develop prizes and awards for business ethics, corporate citizenship, corporate social responsibility and the like. Magazine features that attempt to rank the most ethical businesses, or credible prizes for ethical businesses that are awarded in public ceremonies, generate good news about business ethics. Moreover, they may do so in ways that suggest that ethical practices are much more widespread than a typical citizen is usually led to believe. It does seem that, at least in North America, there is now a growing number of such prizes and rankings. Although local chapters of the Chamber of Commerce and the Better Business Bureau in the USA and Canada have long given out prizes in recognition of ethical businesses and business people, there are a number of new prizes and rankings over the last 5 or 10 years, including the initiation of rankings for ethical business or corporate citizenship by Business Ethics magazine (now called CRO Magazine) in the US, the Globe and Mail’s Report on Business magazine and Corporate Knights magazine in Canada, as well as the Observer newspaper in the UK.1 On the assumption that many organizations and publications may be currently contemplating initiating new prizes or rankings for ethical business, we believe it is worth exploring some of the options and challenges for conducting a legitimate comparative evaluation of this sort. To date there appears to be no existing literature – academic or practical – to guide the deliberations of a team trying to design a business-ethics prize competition. These competitions can involve potentially significant costs to both the organizers and the candidate firms, as well as certain risks. There are also a number of difficult philosophical challenges to address whenever one attempts to quantify or rank the kinds of qualitative achievements that constitute a firm’s ethical ‘score’. In Part I of this paper we will survey the objectives, benefits, costs, risks and other issues that make up the ‘design challenge’ for a prize in business ethics. And in Part II, we will discuss a number of the design options for a legitimate prize competition. Most of the rest of this article will be written to address directly the concerns of a committee exploring the possibility of setting up a prize or a ranking for ethical



businesses. (Most of the issues with rankings – e.g. listing the top 100 – and prizes are similar, and so for the sake of brevity we shall often talk only of prizes except in cases where the issues facing prizes and rankings are different.) This is not intended simply as a ‘‘How-to’’ guide, however. We believe that the question of how to evaluate, rank, recognize and celebrate corporate social performance is a legitimate and neglected domain of business-ethics research. In the course of presenting issues and options for practical purposes, we also hope to highlight more philosophical issues worthy of future research.



Part I: Thinking through the challenges Objectives Before designing anything, it helps to be clear about what it is for. We shall assume that most organizations or publications setting out to design a prize or ranking for ethical business will have one or more of the following objectives in mind:2 • to recognize and celebrate the good deeds or innovative practices of particular businesses (or individual business leaders); • to publicize ‘‘best practices’’ in hopes that they will spread; • to provide a mild incentive for businesses to adopt policies and practices that may qualify them for recognition as an ethical firm (or improve their ranking, in the case of annual rankings); • to counter misconceptions about the business community in general, based on the reporting bias that tends to highlight unethical businesses. Like other lists of options to follow, we do not presume that this list is exhaustive.3 There may be other reasons for awarding an ethics prize. To give an extreme example, there are various prizes and lists currently available that publicize unethical businesses; and part of their objective, no doubt, is to inspire protests against these firms and perhaps against private business or capitalism more generally.4 It is not our aim to evaluate this particular list of objectives as such. Assuming they are pursued in good faith, these are



Recognizing Business Ethics fairly uncontroversial and worthy objectives. Our reason for highlighting such a list at the outset is that depending on the weight given to each such objective (or others), some ways of designing and conducting the prize competition may do a better or worse job at achieving its aims. It is also important, given the costs and risks we will discuss presently, for a committee contemplating the creation of a prize to think about whether there are other more effective or efficient ways of achieving these goals. For example, a magazine might decide that it can promote ethical business practices more efficiently simply by identifying a few admirable companies and publishing features on their innovations.



Costs and risks We are assuming that a committee contemplating the awarding of an ethics prize will itself take this responsibility ethically. That is, that it will aim to identify and award the most worthy candidates, and that it will base its evaluations on adequate information and expertise. This already raises the question of costs, since much of the relevant information may not be readily available. In general, a prize-giving organization could contemplate incurring or invoking costs such as the following: • Costs of publicizing the upcoming competition, such as: advertising and media relations, building and maintaining a web site, distributing nomination forms or information, possibly identifying and contacting candidate firms directly. • Costs to nominators to provide detailed information about their operations (this process can be so costly that many organizations limit the number of rankings or prizes they will submit themselves for each year). • Costs to the organizers to verify at least some of this information, and to conduct additional background searches of candidate firms or finalists (e.g. to uncover pending law suits or existing legal or regulatory violations). • Costs to organizers to process and evaluate applications; handle queries; secure meeting space; arrange for, and possibly pay for, experts, jury members, and facilitators.
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• Costs to publicize winners, organize ceremonies, etc. • Any on-going prize or ranking that is taken seriously by the competing organizations and that makes objective criteria public runs the risk of creating perverse incentives for potential candidates to make investments in areas that will increase their chances of winning – even in cases where these might not be the best ways to achieve the results that are really being prized, so to speak.5 And in addition to these more or less direct costs to prize organizers, candidates, and others who volunteer their time, there are numerous risks that these parties assume, some of which could eventually bear significant costs. • Flaws or perceived flaws or bias in the nomination or evaluation process could damage the reputation of the awarding organization, and also lead to some embarrassment to winning firms whose prizes will seem tainted. • Public questioning of the worthiness of winners – especially from dubious conduct occurring or being revealed after the fact – could discredit the organizers.6 This kind of controversy could also fuel the very sort of cynicism about business that a prize competition is trying to counter. • Many firms may be reluctant even to allow themselves to be nominated, fearing the label ‘‘most ethical firm’’ could make them a target for muckraking journalists or anti-business NGOs. Given these obvious costs and risks, including opportunity costs, it is by no means obvious that a prize competition in business ethics will achieve the desired objectives, or at least that it will achieve them better than some less costly or risky alternative. Such a competition could end up being a relatively expensive way of obtaining a small amount of publicity for ethical business practices. And at worst, it could backfire in ways that punish genuinely ethical business initiatives and tarnish further the reputation of private enterprise more generally. Or to put it more positively, the challenge for organizers of such a competition is to design a process that will
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minimize some of the worst risks (although such a process may well involve greater costs) and to maximize the publicity and educational effects. We will return to options for the design and methodology of an ethics prize competition in Part II, below. First, though, we will finish this section on the challenges facing organizers of an ethics prize by looking at some of the more philosophical and ethical issues at stake.



Philosophical and ethical challenges There are two different kinds of ethical challenges that a committee organizing an ethics prize will face: first, there are issues concerning the ethics, if you will, of its own operations and processes; and secondly, there are theoretical and philosophical issues about what ultimately are the most justifiable ways of evaluating and comparing the ethical performance of different firms. Here are some examples of these two very different sorts of ethical issues in reverse order: issues in ethical theory, and issues in ethical practice. There are several overlapping ways we might sum up the general challenge for ranking the ethical practices of different firms, some of which invoke some of the deepest, most intractable issues in ethical theory. • There are a plurality of basic values and principles, and reasonable people can disagree about which ones are more important or fundamental in any given situation. John Rawls famously refers to this as ‘‘the fact of pluralism’’; something that must be taken into account by any adequate theory of justice (or social responsibility) in a democratic society.7 • This fact of pluralism is illustrated in the way critics of and apologists for modern business emphasize different objectives for ethical or socially responsible business. At the extreme, some critics will evaluate businesses largely in terms of their impact on the environment, while many business leaders will emphasize minimizing fraud by employees and fulfilling fiduciary duties to shareholders.8 • Given these two observations, a prize-awarding organization seeking broad legitimacy and acceptance of its judgments will have to try to reconcile what are perhaps irreconcil-



able normative perspectives when it evaluates candidate firms. • We can also observe that it is fundamentally unclear how we can quantify levels of ethical or unethical conduct. If a person keeps the next three promises but tells one lie, has her ‘‘ethical performance’’ increased or decreased? If a firm donates one million dollars to a worthy charity, but is caught dumping toxic waste, is this a net positive or net negative ethical performance? If these questions sound absurd or impossible to answer objectively, it may be because of this basic difficulty quantifying qualitative ethical evaluations (see Norman and MacDonald, 2004, pp. 249–253). And if we have difficulty quantifying one firm’s ethical performance, it will be that much harder to compare the ethics of multiple firms. • We might also note the epistemic difficulty for any committee external to a firm (or even for insiders)9 to gather all the information that is necessary for an informed evaluation. For some vanguard firms that have, over the past decade or so, been submitting themselves to internal and external social auditing (or ‘‘triple bottom line’’ accounting), this process can take a full year and involve significant corporate resources (including full-time employees engaged in stakeholder relations) and time.10 Obviously, no prize-awarding organization can conduct such an audit of all candidate firms. We could easily extend this list of basic issues in the justification of ethical judgments that are alive and directly relevant to the comparative evaluation of businesses. But these points already lay out some daunting challenges that earnest prize-givers must somehow attempt to negotiate. In addition, as noted, like any organization, they will have to be scrupulous about their own ethics and perceptions thereof. Consider just two of the more likely ethical concerns. • There are general questions about fairness: including questions of whether the prizegivers’ conceptions and criteria for ethical business incorporate a broad range of perspectives (for example, the perspectives of different types of stakeholders, such as investors, bankers, consumers, employees or



Recognizing Business Ethics union members). Perceptions of fairness in the competition will also be influenced by the selection of particular judges and whether they reflect a range of differing perspectives about ethical business. • And there could be general and specific questions of bias on the part of committee organizers or judges, including potential conflicts of interests if firms close to these individuals are also candidates for the prize. These potential concerns presumably require clear and transparent procedures for dealing with conflicts of interest. All these truncated lists of issues give us an indication of the urgency of the design challenge for anyone wishing to create a prize (or an annual ranking) for ethical businesses. A badly designed prize competition could do more harm than good. We will now turn to some of the specific options for designing competitions and evaluation methodologies.



Part II: Thinking through the design Our survey of design options for a business ethics ranking or prize competition is based in part on an examination of the criteria and methodologies used by a number of existing competitions (again, see the Appendix for a partial list of existing competitions). In other words, most of the options we will discuss have actually been used by existing prize competitions or rankings, although we have also supplemented the choice-set of design options with certain innovations we have not yet found in practice. We make no claim to having surveyed every businessethics competition. Many of these are local or regional (with a particular city, state or province), and most do not provide detailed information on their rules, processes or methods. Our aim in this article is to initiate an academic discussion of business-ethics prize competitions with a fairly comprehensive set of parameters. We welcome future research on the merits of various design options, as well as on some of the deeper philosophical issues of the sort raised in Part I. The rest of Part II will discuss some of the advantages and disadvantages of options under the following headings:



• • • •
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A prize in what? What criteria for eligibility or nomination? How to collect, verify and evaluate data? How to publicize winners?



A prize in what? We have so far discussed vaguely the idea of a prize for ‘‘ethical business’’ or business ethics. We all have some idea what it means to be an ethical business, especially in contrast to businesses that seem plainly unethical – for example, businesses that break or bend rules and laws in the single-minded pursuit of profit or personal enrichment, paying no heed to the consequences of their activities for other stakeholders; especially when these gains are derived almost entirely from exploiting market failures.11 Still, it is not at all clear what terminology or normative category should be used to describe the kind of prize or competition. More precisely, it is not at all obvious that the organizers should want to give out a prize in ‘‘business ethics’’ or for the ‘‘Most Ethical Business’’. There are at least two reasons why they may hesitate to use this terminology. First, the term ‘‘ethics’’ has, for many people, a more limited connotation, relating primarily to the virtues of individuals and their actions: e.g. about whether an individual is honest, courageous, treats others with respect, does not steal, etc. They do not necessarily think of ‘‘ethics’’ as a category that takes into account all of the positive social and environmental contributions a firm may be responsible for. And second, many potential recipients may be somewhat embarrassed, and even apprehensive, about being awarded a prize for being ‘‘the most ethical’’ firm or business person. It sounds pretentious, and perhaps a little ‘‘goody-goody’’; and as we noted already, it may draw the attention of muckraking critics eager to expose any example of ‘‘unethical’’ conduct in the ‘‘most ethical firm’s’’ past.12 Given both of these reasons for eschewing the language of ‘‘business ethics’’ per se, it is not surprising that many of the prizes and rankings have in fact adopted other terminology. Even Business Ethics magazine, in its annual ranking of firms, claimed to rank them in terms of their ‘‘corporate citizenship’’, as does Corporate Knights magazine, and new Prix de l’entreprise citoyenne in Quebec. Similarly, the Ethics in Action organization (an NGO in British Columbia, Canada, that is financed by some corporations) gives
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out annual prizes not for ethics but for ‘‘Community Care’’, ‘‘Environmental Excellence’’ and ‘‘Overall Leadership’’. The US Chamber of Commerce also chooses to give ‘‘Corporate Citizenship’’ awards, with specific prizes for ‘‘Community Service’’ and ‘‘Corporate Stewardship’’. Awards opting for the language of business ethics are not unheard of – e.g. the Better Business Bureau gives out awards in both the US and internationally for ‘‘Marketplace Ethics’’ – but they seem to be in the minority. In any case, we simply want to underline here that the choice of terminology is an important consideration in the overall design of a competition of this sort, and one that is not merely a question of semantics or political correctness. It is a way to manage some of the risks mentioned in Part I, as well as to reduce some of the potential philosophical controversies associated with broad and controversial ethical categories. (Note, for the sake of brevity, we will continue using the language of ‘‘ethical business’’ here, though it should be understood that this covers the broad range of normative categories discussed in this subsection, among others.) Another choice about what exactly to award the prize for concerns the choice between recognizing the overall performance of a business, on the one hand, and one or more of a business’s practices, acts or policies, on the other. This choice has implications for many of the other decisions about the process and the competition’s methodology. And it can also be considered a crucial juncture in the attempt to manage some of the costs, risks as well as some of the philosophical challenges raised in Part I. Put quite simply, it is easier in many ways to evaluate and compare some individual practices of different firms than it is to evaluate the all-round ethical performance of a firm and to compare this to other firms. Evaluating single practices eliminates many (but not all) of the philosophical concerns about global evaluations of a firm (e.g. balancing charitable donations and toxicwaste dumping), and it also reduces the costs and risks for firms that are participating in the competition. They are being recognized for particular innovations, so they do not have to submit information on a wide range of their activities and they will not have to carry around the burden of being considered the ‘‘most ethical’’ company all-round. Similarly, the organizers of the prize reduce some of



their own risks that would come with awarding a prize for ‘‘most ethical firm’’ to a company that is later shown to have unethical skeletons in its closet. A company could be recognized for certain ethical practices even if it was less than perfect in other domains. Awarding prizes for specific innovative practices might also help achieve some of the ultimate objectives of the competition better. For example, it may provide the press with more ‘‘newsworthy’’ or ‘‘reportable’’ achievements to describe. And in publicizing the innovations of both nominees and winners some very valuable information about best practices can be widely disseminated and adopted by other firms. There can be something a little ‘‘bloodless’’ about simply listing a number of firms that are admired all-round but perhaps for nothing in particular. Given all of these potential advantages to recognizing specific practices rather than firms’ performance ‘‘overall’’, it is interesting that so few of the existing prize-competitions we have studied has opted for this strategy.13



What criteria for eligibility or nomination? In even the smallest jurisdictions in which an ethics prize might be awarded, there will be literally thousands of firms. (Consider the Yellow Pages, or the section listing businesses, in even a medium-size city’s telephone book.) It would be practically impossible (to put it mildly) for any organization to conduct an ethical evaluation of all of these firms. It will need to develop some criteria for eligibility and nomination. Our research of existing business-ethics competitions has not uncovered criteria for eligibility that explicitly exclude firms, apart from standard geographical or size requirements. In principle, organizers could decide to exclude any firm that has been convicted for violating laws or regulations in, say, the previous 5 years. Or, like some firms offering ‘‘ethical investments’’, they could in principle exclude firms in certain sectors, such as tobacco, gambling, or firearms. But such screening may not be considered urgent as an up-front qualification, since any such information could also be weighed in the evaluation process. A more typical way to pre-screen entrants is simply to provide for different awards or rankings for



Recognizing Business Ethics businesses of different sizes (small, medium, large as measured by revenues or employees) or different sectors. There are numerous obvious reasons for giving out multiple prizes in smaller categories like this. We might point out that so doing also helps resolve at least some of the philosophical challenges we raised in Part I, concerning intractable disputes derived from the plurality of values in democratic society. Imagine an ethics competition in which a jury was asked to consider two finalists: one being a large international petrochemical firm that has undertaken a sustainable-development mission, and the other being a small mom-and-pop organic food store. It is hard to imagine that they would really be using the same ethical categories or criteria for evaluating these two kinds of firms. Even the oft-used ‘‘apples-and-oranges’’ metaphor seems inadequate to describe the difference between the normative challenges faced by the managers of these two kinds of firms. By allowing them to compete in different categories (by size or sector), it is more likely that they will be compared more objectively to firms of a similar type and dealing with similar challenges. Another possibility for reducing the potential divergence of ethical categories of relevance to different firms’ achievements is to give out different awards for practices and innovations pertaining to different stakeholder groups. In this way, for example, an organization could give out different awards for firms that excelled in the treatment, respectively, of their employees, customers, suppliers, shareholders, local communities or the environment more generally. Now, as we have just seen, some of the ‘‘business ethics’’ awards that we have surveyed do focus on more specific stakeholder relations like this. Moreover, there are numerous prizes and rankings that do not even present themselves as ‘‘ethics awards’’ that focus directly on employee relations, industrial relations, governance, environmental management, customer satisfaction, etc. Again, for our purposes here, we simply want to underline that comparative evaluations within relatively specific categories can (a) reduce the divergence of normative criteria, (b) enable the specification of more ‘‘objective’’ and transparent criteria, and thereby (c) lower the likelihood that the judging process will be seen as arbitrary or biased. There is also a question of how firms will be nominated to be considered for the prize. There are
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three general possibilities, all of which we see among the existing prizes: • All firms of a specific type could be automatically considered (whether they want to be or not). For example, it could be the largest N firms from a particular stock exchange, or the N largest firms within a specified geographical or political region (such as the ‘‘Most Admired Companies’’ category among the Fortune 500). This option is typically used by magazines that rank firms. • Organizers could solicit nominations at large: firms could nominate themselves or be nominated by others, or both. This will generally lower the total number of candidates, especially if the nomination process is somewhat onerous, e.g. with multiple nominating letters, or the agreement of the nominated firm. • Organizers themselves could undertake to nominate or solicit the participation of firms (or similarly, they could create a fairly large panel of experts or interested parties, or conduct an opinion poll of some kind, in order to identify candidate firms). Some combination of the latter two, or even of all three, methods is possible. The choice of method used has implications for how organizers will cope with some of the challenges we raised in Part I, as well as with their choice of some of the other design options we are discussing here in Part II. Obviously, an important issue concerns how many firms an organization could reasonably expect to evaluate, given its resources. A nomination process must be chosen in part as a way of limiting the number of candidates. The question of whether participation is voluntary will also directly affect the quantity and quality of information that the judges will have at their disposal. If firms nominate themselves or agree to be nominated, they can reasonably be expected to provide detailed information of a sort that they are not normally required to divulge. But if they are being ranked without their prior consent, judges may have to stick to publicly available data, which is generally quite limited – especially for firms not listed on public stock exchanges. Voluntary participation would also permit firms to avoid the competition if they feared that the glory of being considered the most ethical might not
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outweigh the risk of being targeted by critics who would like to expose them as hypocrites. (And in the case of firms that might actually fear they have ‘‘skeletons in their closets’’, such a withdrawal might also save the awarding organization from the embarrassment of giving an award to a firm just before it is exposed for less-than-ethical conduct.) How to collect, verify, and evaluate data?



heavily on outsourced research, will have an impact on some of the risks involved in the entire process. Roughly speaking, the legitimacy of the process will depend to some degree on the perceived objectivity and integrity of the research firm. Now regardless of the choice made among these three options, both in-house and outsourced researchers will have to gather information from the following sorts of primary sources:



• Do we undertake to gather the information ourselves? • Do we outsource the information-gathering to a research firm? • Do we do we do some combination of inhouse and outsourced research?



• Directly from the firms themselves, typically through questionnaires,15 testimonial letters or self-nomination documents, or interviews. • Indirectly from the firms themselves through publicly available reports, such as annual reports of financial and some non-financial data. • From public sources information (typically from various government departments), such as records of criminal allegations, fines, law suits, reports from regulatory agencies, lobby registries. • From public or proprietary sources of information (typically from non-governmental organizations, private research and ratings firms, socially responsible investment firms, press reviews, etc.).16 Some of these data will be as ‘‘hard’’ and reliable as official sources of information, but some of it may be questionable or spotty, given the limited resources of such research organizations. • From nomination letters and testimonials from individuals outside the contending firms. • From opinion polls of the general public, or perhaps of a selected large group (e.g. business journalists, CEOs, Chief Ethics and Compliance Officers, etc.).17 • From the memories and opinions of members of a jury (if there is one) who are charged with making the final comparative judgments among finalists. (That is, jury members may have certain pre-existing views about some of the firms, or even the types of firms, in the competition, and we cannot ignore the impact these views can have on the eventual outcome.)



For obvious reasons, the choice among these three options, and more particularly the choice to rely



It goes without saying that virtually every prize or ranking competition in business ethics will use



As we noted in Part I, a large part of the cost of conducting a prize competition in business ethics, for both the organizers and the nominated firms, involves the collection and evaluation of data. We have also seen the ways in which a thorough collection of relevant data can go a long way to reducing the risks that emerge when journalists or the public can plausibly doubt the objectivity of the process. Decisions about the collection and the evaluation of the data are intimately linked. If final decisions are going to be made ‘‘intuitively’’ by a panel of judges certain kinds of ‘‘qualitative’’ data – say, from testimonials and interviews – may be appropriate. Whereas, if winners or rankings are going to be determined via the data alone (with various normatively determined weighting methods, and so on), then data that are directly quantifiable will be preferred.14 How much good data an organization can gather is a function largely of the total budget and of the number of candidates or finalists. The quicker a shortlist can be developed, perhaps on the basis of some general and comparable information, the more resources can be devoted to gaining a clearer picture of the ‘‘ethical performance’’ of a smaller number of finalists. In the existing prize competitions and rankings that we have studied, we see a broad range of often creative techniques for gathering data on firms. The most rigorous analyses use multiple and overlapping sources of information. The first question that arises for a prize-awarding organization is the following:



Recognizing Business Ethics information drawn from more than one of these sources. We shall not discuss here the strengths and weaknesses of each of these sources of information, or how much each one would cost, and how relying on them would augment or reduce risks. It seems like a comprehensive assessment of this sort is worthy of at least one whole article on its own. At the risk of belabouring the obvious, however, we would like to add a few observations about the challenges faced by an organizing committee trying to choose among these sources of information. The most general piece of advice here is best illustrated by the old parable of the drunk scanning the pavement beneath a street lamp. A passerby asks him what he’s looking for. ‘‘My keys,’’ responds the drunk. (Hopefully not his car keys!) ‘‘Where did you drop them?’’ asks the passerby. ‘‘Oh, over there,’’ motions the drunk in the direction of a dark area beyond the light from the streetlamp. ‘‘But I’m looking here because this is where the light is.’’ In its attempt to discover which companies are most deserving of an award, the committee will sometimes have to choose between crystal-clear, objective information that is of only limited relevance to an ethical evaluation of a firm (the equivalent of the information exposed by the streetlamp) or somewhat less clear or less reliable information that is nevertheless more directly pertinent (like the information gathered by feeling around the pavement in the dark on one’s hands and knees in the general area where the keys dropped). As Rawls used to note in his lectures at Harvard, when talking about the basic inputs for ethical judgment, it is better to be vaguely right than precisely wrong. Of course, there are numerous sources of information that are both reliably objective and directly pertinent, although even then, sometimes, such information may be available for only some of the firms in the competition.18 Other things equal, more information from more sources is better. But more information sometimes adds to controversy rather than eliminating it. More information from more sources often presents evaluators with inconsistencies and even contradictions, not to mention trade-offs for which there are no set algorithms. Consider, the very public debates over the ‘‘ethics’’ of Wal-Mart, where supporters and critics put forward impressive evidence for very different conclusions about, say, Wal-Mart’s impact on employment or wages.19 And
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even when there is agreement on some of these data, there remain deep divisions over questions like how we evaluate the overall impact of the introduction of a new Wal-Mart store in a region if, say, it increases the purchasing power for poor families by 15%, but also reduces the total number of jobs by 5%? In our research we have found that large-scale rankings in magazines and elsewhere tend to err somewhat on the side of the ‘‘drunk’’, so to speak. They tend to use more publicly available, quantifiable data that can be found for all of the firms in their survey (e.g. the percentage of net income given to charity). It is unfortunate if this requires leaving out potentially useful data that is not available for all firms or is not as reliable or quantifiable. Such reliance on ‘‘information under the street lamp’’ at least allows them to conduct similar ranking exercises in successive years, which may show progress and regress for certain firms. And its very ‘‘objectivity’’ may protect the organizers from accusations of bias. One of the risks of relying on such a data-set, however, is that sometimes firms that are widely perceived as unscrupulous or otherwise ethically dubious might actually find themselves ranking well on the basis of the objective data. And this can cast doubt on the whole ranking exercise, if not actually subject it to ridicule.20 At the other end of the spectrum, many prizes use multiple sources of often incomplete and even inconsistent information, and rely on juries of experts to balance it intuitively. Such a process is less likely to anoint controversial or self-defeating winners, but for obvious reasons is also always open to accusations of ideological or personal bias. Such accusation may best be countered by a combination of transparency about the judges and their (presumably respectable and noteworthy) backgrounds, on the one hand, and a commitment to a diverse jury (with members drawn from different stakeholder groups, types of organizations, cultural communities, and points on the ideological spectrum, etc.), on the other.



How to publicize winners? In Part I we began by noting the ultimate objectives that most committees will have when deciding to organize a prize in business ethics: objectives like
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recognition for vanguard firms and promotion of their innovative best practices, as well as some good press in general for a business community which may be more used to tales of scandals. Very few of these objectives can be met, no matter how rigorous the processes already discussed in Part II, if there is not adequate publicity of winners and their accomplishments. It is not our place here to give advice on this kind of marketing and public relations exercise. But for the sake of laying out a comprehensive set of design options, we can report that three modes of publicizing and celebrating winners are common among existing prizes, with all three being used in some cases: • Contacting media sources with a press-kit, follow-up interviews, etc. • Holding a banquet or reception (with finalists, sponsoring organizations, media, etc. in the hall), often to unveil the winners among the pre-announced finalists. • Partnering with a newspaper or magazine to produce a feature on the finalists and winners. (In some cases, magazines themselves undertake to organize their own contests, typically in the form of rankings.) In addition to considering which of these methods of publicizing and celebrating will have the most impact, organizers can take advantage of this final stage to further legitimize their processes through transparency. Conclusions Our principal aims in this article are twofold: to initiate an academic discussion of the epistemic and normative stakes in business-ethics competitions; and to help organizers of such competitions to think through some of these issues and the design options for dealing with them. It goes without saying that an initial survey of these numerous topics can barely scratch the surface. On the practical side, deeper discussion and debate must take place among organizing committees to meet some of the challenges we have underscored in ways that are consistent with their goals, values, and – we must not forget – budgets. Our most general conclusion for practitioners is that there are significant costs and risks involved in awarding business-ethics prizes, and the opportunity costs may



well be higher than other means of achieving similar goals; but these opportunity costs are not insurmountable and a well-designed prize competition does hold significant promise as a way to celebrate, publicize and diffuse ethically innovative business practices and managerial philosophies. Although there has been virtually no academic discussion of prizes and rankings in business ethics per se, it must be said that there has been considerable debate over many of the most problematic underlying issues facing competition designers. There are at least two basic problems. First, a tremendous amount of information about each firm would be necessary to make an informed judgment about its level of ethics, social responsibility or corporate citizenship. Again, one has only to look at the amount of resources and time that individual ‘‘vanguard’’ firms spend in order to gather information for their own social and environmental audits. No prize-awarding organization will ever have anything close to this amount of information on all the firms, even on its shortlist. So it will necessarily be making comparative evaluations on the basis of very incomplete information. In addition – and this is the second type of fundamental problem we want to highlight here – even with a vast amount of potentially relevant information about a firm, there does not exist any agreed-upon method for aggregating these data to arrive at something like an ‘‘ethical bottom line’’. Even the major agencies and firms promoting social and environmental auditing or so-called triple-bottom-line accounting have not dared to propose an actual aggregative methodology that parallels the ones in financial accounting.21 Now some ratings firms of various sorts, as well as some ‘‘corporate citizenship’’ rankings in magazines, have developed very specific ways of weighting a relatively small number of ‘‘objective’’ data on firms in order to come up with cardinal scores and ordinal rankings. Such scoring systems might, for example, give a firm 10 points for each percentage of its net profits it donates to charity, or for each women or member of a ‘‘visible minority’’ it has on its Board; and so on.22 But such weightings will always be controversial, given the ‘‘fact of pluralism’’ underlined by Rawls. As we noted earlier, debates about ‘‘the WalMart Effect’’ – whether or not Wal-Mart is ‘‘good for America’’ – show how reasonable people can quite reasonably attach different levels of importance to



Recognizing Business Ethics different levels of attention to the interests of different stakeholder groups. We would not argue at this point that mechanical weighting systems must absolutely be eschewed in evaluation methodologies of a prize competition. But such methodologies do generally risk producing results that are exactly wrong, so to speak, rather than vaguely right (This is clearly an issue worthy of more detailed academic research.). In short, the challenges of gathering relevant information and of ‘‘crunching’’ these ethically relevant numbers to arrive at robust, uncontroversial ‘‘ethical bottom lines’’ are formidable in business ethics and in ethical theory more general. No prizeawarding organization is going to definitively solve these problems. Nor should it have to try to. This suggests that a realistic committee will to some extent have to try to maintain its legitimacy while nevertheless giving up on any illusions of objectively and uncontroversially identifying winners. Rather, when designing its methods and processes (as well as in its communications to the public and to participating firms) it should keep its eyes on its ultimate objectives for the exercise. Typically, these objectives are recognitional, but, more importantly, educational. It is trying to educate the business community at large on the best practices of ethical management, and the general public on the commitments of many within the business community to do good while doing well. In the course of this article we have suggested a number of ways organizers can avoid pitfalls that stand in the way of achieving this goal.



Notes 1



See the Appendix for a non-exhaustive list of a number of the prizes and rankings we have been tracking. In addition, we should note, there are many forprofit firms that collect statistics to gauge corporations’ social responsibility or ethical fitness – some of which are contracted by the prize-granting organizations. 2 For example, here are the explicit ‘‘objectives’’ of the awards given by (a) Ethics in Action: ‘‘Every year we celebrate British-Columbia-based businesses and business leaders who are building new corporate models, organizations and individuals who exemplify good corporate citizenship by making corporate social responsibility a key aspect of their daily operations’’; and (b) the Better Business Bureau: ‘‘The Torch Award is designed to promote not only the importance of ethical business practices, but
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the willingness and efforts made by outstanding businesses to ensure that our country’s marketplace remains fair and honorable for all Americans’’. 3 Consider another possible objective: an organization or corporation may decide to create and award an ethics prize as a way of enhancing its own brand or reputation. Indeed, this may almost always be part of the motivation for creating a prize, and as such it is likely to figure into how the organization thinks about certain risk-management issues we shall raise below. 4 For example, there is the ‘‘Ten Worst Corporations’’, ranked by the Multinational Monitor (Latest issue: 2005, 26 (11–12) or http://www.multinationalmonitor.org/ mm2005/112005/mokhiber.html) and the ‘‘14 Worst Corporate Evildoers’’, ranked by CorpWatch (http:// www.corpwatch.org/article.php?id=12869). There are also many organizations that check the ‘‘ethical level’’ of corporations: Ethical Consumer (UK, http://www. corporatecritic.org/), CorpWatch (US, http://www.corp watch.org/ and UK, http://www.corporatewatch.org.uk/), Knowmore (US, http://knowmore.org/). 5 Consider the following hypothetic example of a prize competition creating a perverse incentive. Imagine a ‘‘Corporate Social Responsibility’’ ranking methodology that gives points for a firm providing daycare for the children of employees, but not for, say, paying employees to perform charity work one-day per month. Now imagine, say, a small biotech firm with relatively wealthy employees (who can afford daycare) that might decide to cancel its policy of paying employees to do charity work once a month in order to fund a new employee daycare. This might plausibly result in a less socially responsible firm, but one that would then rank higher in the competition. 6 Surely the reputation of CFO Magazine took a hit for having awarded Enron’s Andrew Fastow a ‘‘CFO Excellence Award’’ for Capital Structure Management in 1999, less than 2 years before that capital structure management would lead to one of the greatest collapses and scandals in American corporate history. To its credit, CFO Magazine has kept the embarrassing evidence on its website: http://www.cfo.com/article.cfm/29876 78?f=search. 7 As Rawls puts it, ‘‘A modern democratic society is characterized not simply by a pluralism of comprehensive religious, philosophical, and moral doctrines but by a pluralism of incompatible yet reasonable comprehensive doctrines. No one of these doctrines is affirmed by citizens generally. Nor should one expect that in the foreseeable future one of them... will ever be affirmed by all, or nearly all, citizens.’’ (Rawls, 1993, xvi; our italics) The most eloquent description of this fundamental incompatibility of basic values – that is, the fact that
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we must always be willing to make sacrifice some values for others in our designs of political institutions and projects – is still to be found in Isaiah Berlin’s Inaugural Lecture from 1958, ‘‘Two Concepts of Liberty’’ (Berlin, 1969, esp. 167–172). 8 See, e.g. the survey of the opinions of CEOs in the US Southeast region by the Rutland Institute for Ethics: http://www.clemson.edu/ethics/ceo_survey/Index.php. 9 Indeed, ‘‘specific organizational functions may actually have little knowledge, expertise or experience of many of those ethical issues which affect its operations’’ (Crane, 1999, p. 240). 10 For excellent analyses of many of the first generation of ethical-auditing exercises in the 1990s see Zadek et al. (1997). 11 For an excellent discussion of what is ethically problematic about exploiting market failures (such as information asymmetries or negative externalities like pollution), see Heath (2006). 12 The annual list of the ‘‘100 Best Corporate Citizens’’ produced by Business Ethics magazine is a perennial target for critics who object to the presence of large corporations with ‘‘spotty’’ records. See, for example, Altnet’s riposte in 2006: http://www.alternet.org/ workplace/37824/. 13 Two regional prizes in Canada emphasize specific ethical innovations or practices rather than overall evaluations: the aforementioned Prix de l’entreprise citoyenne in Quebec, which does this quite explicitly; and the Ethics in Action awards in British Columbia which emphasize subcategories favouring particular bold innovations. 14 There is significant variation among the prizes we studied regarding the transparency of their methodologies. Understandably, some organizations may feel that their system is proprietary; additionally, other organizations contract with for-profit firms that refuse to reveal their metrics. 15 It is important to note that there are two major problems that can be encountered with the use of questionnaires. First, there is a social desirability bias: ‘‘One of the main problems for investigators that utilise methods which require direct responses from research subjects concerning morality is the possibility of encountering social desirability bias. When asked the question ‘‘is your company green?’’ or ‘‘is your company ethical?’’ there are few executives that would tick the ‘no’ box.’’ (Crane, 1999, p. 243). Second, there is also the ‘‘questionnaire fatigue’’ factor, caused by the large number of questionnaires that companies have to fill out for various reasons (Maitland 2004). 16 For example, Corporate Knights magazine – which is one of the more transparent players in the ranking game – includes the following sources of information in their



‘‘Corporate Citizen Database’’: SEDAR/EDGAR (public filings), Canada’s Federal Lobby Registry, Pollution Watch, National Pollutant Release Inventory, Shareholder Association for Research and Education, Human Resources and Skills Development Canada (a federal agency), Standard & Poor’s, Tax Justice Network, and the US Environmental Protection Agency. On the other hand, the Globe and Mail’s Report on Business magazine and the Business Ethics (now CRO) magazine mainly rely on private research firms for their data: Jantzi Research and KLD Research & Analytics, respectively. 17 Commerce magazine in Quebec, Canada, publishes an annual ethics-like ranking of corporations based entirely on perceptions drawn from a public-opinion poll. 18 For sources of measurable criteria of normative relevance, a committee can consider the standards that are produced by numerous organizations that propose norms for social and environmental auditing; e.g. the Global Reporting Initiative, SA8000 and various ISO standards. 19 Consider, for example, two rival DVDs, the antiWal-Mart The High Cost of Low Prices, or the pro-WalMart Why Wal-Mart Works and Why this Makes People C.R.A.Z.Y.; or, for a more balanced assessment of the debates, see Fishman (2006). 20 The presence of a tobacco company (Rothmans) among the Best Corporate Citizens in Corporate Knights magazine’s ranking stirred considerable controversy (http://www.corporateknights.ca/content/page.asp?nam e=rothmans_question). 21 For debates about the significance of an aggregative function to produce an ethical ‘‘bottom line’’ see Norman and MacDonald (2004, 2007), and Pava (2007). There are also numerous international initiatives to reach agreement on relevant types of data (if not methods of aggregation) for ethical and social reporting, including the Global Reporting Initiative, and various networks in the socially responsible investment movement, including one spearheaded by the SiRi Company (http://www.siricompany.com/background.shtml). 22 See, e.g. the scheme developed by the consultancy EthicsScan, and explained in their book Shopping with a Conscience (Achar et al., 1996). For example, regarding the ‘‘gender and family issues’’ criteria, EthicScan allows up to 150 points to the companies depending on different elements: number of female managers, senior managers and directors (up to 70 points), presence of a formal employment policy (10 points), types of policies implemented (up to 50 points), daycare service (10 points), and longer maternity leaves (10 points). On the other hand, points are also subtracted if there as been sexual harassment hearings related to the company (minus 5 points per case). Gender and family issues make up just one of six broad categories this scheme takes into account.
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Appendix



A non-exhaustive list of prizes and rankingsa Sponsoring organization



Rankings Ethisphere CSRNetwork Observer Newspaper St. James Ethics Centre



Name



World’s Most Ethical Companies Accountability Rating 2007 Good Company Guide Corporate Responsibility Index



Transparent, Descriptive Methodology?



Y Y N Y



Corporate Knight Magazine



Canada’s Best 50 Corporate Citizens



Y



Globe & Mail’s Report on Business



Corporate Social Responsibility



Y



Business Ethics magazine



100 Best Corporate Citizens



Y



Business in the Community Prizes/Awards Jane Goodall Institute



Corporate Responsibility Index



N



Global Leadership Awards Corporate Responsibility Award 10 Best Corporate Citizens by Industry



N



International Rescue Committee Corporate Responsibility Officer Magazine



N Y



Better Business Bureau



BBB International Torch Awards



N



British Columbia Ethics in Action Society



Ethics in Action Awards



N



Observations



Large companies tend to win; eligibility for consideration is unclear Ranks Fortune Global 100 companies Top 20 ethical firms in FTSE 350 index; uses for-profit firm to do research 250 top Australian business firms and members of the Business Council of Australia; based on survey developed by Business in the Community Drawn from 100 largest publicly traded companies; initially used for-profit research firm; now developing internal expertise to administer rankings Focus on five specific industries selected for their importance to Canadian investors and ‘‘grade’’ performance; uses for-profit firm for research Ranks publicly listed firms in the US. Claims to be the third most influential corporate ranking, according to CEOs Appears open to companies throughout UK; use auditor for independent verification Unclear who can participate; six awards given including one in Corporate Responsibility Unclear which companies are eligible Industry-specific rankings: So far five of about 12 industries have been ranked: Chemical, Energy, Financial, Media and Utilities Open to for-profit companies that provide goods and services nationally to retail/wholesale markets; two awards given: Marketplace Excellence & Advancing Marketplace Trust Must be located in British Columbia for at least three years; separate awards for different-sized companies; selected by a nomination committee; public nomination process; awards given in the following areas: Overall Leadership, Community Care, & Environmental Excellence
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continued Sponsoring organization



Name



Transparent, Descriptive Methodology?



Intel – AIM (Asian Institute of Management)



Corporate Responsibility Award



N



North East Business Awards given in the UK



Corporate Social Responsibility Award Corporate Citizenship Award



N



US Chamber of Commerce – Business Civic Leadership Center KornFerry & L’actualite´ magazine Business Ethics magazine



Prix que´be´cois de l’entreprise citoyenne The Business Ethics Awards



Business in the Community



Awards for Excellence



a



N



Y



Y



N



Observations



Awards given to corporations that have contributed in one of the following areas: education, community involvement, environmental stewardship, or poverty alleviation Local companies are eligible; prizes co-sponsored by local papers Awards granted in the following areas: Partnership Award, US Community Service Award, International Community Award, Corporate Stewardship – Large Business, Small-to-Midsize Business Awards for Quebec-based companies in Large and Small-Medium categories for innovative practices and policies Recognition given to US-based companies of any size that stand out as leaders in the following categories: corporate responsibility management, environmental sustainability, stakeholder accountability, general excellence. NB: this is separate from the same magazine’s Top 100 ranking Company-sponsored awards in 7 categories: impact on society, community, environment, marketplace, workplace, special awards, leadership awards



Below is a list of URL’s corresponding to the list above: http://ethisphere.com/2007-worlds-most-ethical-companies/ http://www.csrnetwork.com/story.asp?id=68 http://observer.guardian.co.uk/business/story/0,,2156206,00.html http://www.corporate-responsibility.com.au/about/about_cri.asp http://www.corporateknights.ca/reports/best50/ http://www.theglobeandmail.com/servlet/story/RTGAM.20070222.rmcsr0223/BNStory/specialROBmagazine/home http://www.csrwire.com/News/9754.html http://www.theirc.org/videos/corporate-responsibility.html http://www.thecro.com/node/553 http://us.bbb.org/WWWRoot/SitePage.aspx?site=113&id=879d8644-2ad7-476d-9266-b424baeb0dcc http://www.ethicsinaction.com/ http://www.lactualite.com/article.jsp?content=20071009_113316_5352 http://www.asianforumcsr.com/awards/Intel%20AIM.htm http://www.northeastbusinessawards.co.uk/awards/community.aspx http://www.uschamber.com/bclc/awards/default http://www.bitc.org.uk/what_we_do/awards_for_excellence/index.html http://www.business-ethics.com/BE100_all Note, ‘‘observations’’ and remarks in the above table are based on information that is readily available from public documents and websites. So comments about whether methods are transparent or criteria are clear, for example, are based on this information alone. These things may be more transparent or clear for those who deal directly with organization running the prize or ranking.
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